RAINCLIFFE WOOD COMMUNITY ENTERPRISE
BUSINESS PLAN 2015-2020
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1 - INTRODUCTION
This document presents the first business
plan for Raincliffe Wood Community
Enterprise (RWCE), a social enterprise
owned and run by the local community
that hopes to take on the management of
Raincliffe Woods, Forge Valley and Row
Brow Woods for at least the next 100
years.
Raincliffe Woods is a huge area of
woodland (222 Hectares) starting right at
the edge of urban Scarborough town and
running out into the countryside and North
York Moors National Park. The woods are
a valuable habitat for wildlife, an important
landscape feature and a popular
recreational asset for local people and
tourists. The whole site is planted ancient
woodland and parts are of such great
value that they are designated National
Nature Reserve or Site of Special Scientific
Interest.

RWCE can reverse this decline and offer
the woods a bright and sustainable future.
The Enterprise will put this invaluable local
asset into the safekeeping of local people,
supported with the expert advice and
assistance of partner organisations such
as the Woodland Trust. The woods will be
managed sensitively by people who care
and in time the Enterprise will grow into a
strong and independent business that can
guarantee the woods will be free for
everyone to enjoy for many generations to
come.

However, the woods have been neglected
for many years with little significant
management since the 1950s. Much of the
site is now in a poor condition with
decreasing wildlife value, decaying
infrastructure and overcrowded conifer
trees.

The Enterprise will also offer innovative
ideas and solutions to local problems –
energy production from wood fuel, training,
employment and on-site conversion of
timber into products such as fencing,
gates and possibly building materials. The
management will be dynamic and
imaginative with the objective of creating a
forestry management and skills hub.
RWCE does not seek to preserve the
woodland as it is, but to introduce
improvements in biodiversity, community
involvement and enterprise for maximum
local benefits.
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Boundary map of Raincliffe Woods, Forge Valley Woods and Row Brow Woods
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2 – VISION
The vision of RWCE is:
Wildlife

To build a strong community
enterprise that secures a safe
and sustainable future for the
woods while enhancing wildlife
and community benefits

 Gradually restore the woods to
predominantly broadleaf planted
ancient woodland
 Enhance the wildlife value and
biodiversity of the woods
 Act as a model of best practice in
sustainable woodland management for
others to learn from

RWCE wishes to see the woods managed
and developed appropriately, with respect
for the environment, landscape, size and
setting of the woods. It certainly does not
wish to see the woods over-developed and
spoilt. The fact that the Enterprise is a
community owned and run organisation
means that it will always be able to
represent what local people want for the
woods.

People
 Promote the woods and encourage
their greater use and enjoyment
 Maintain and improve public access
for all

This will be delivered by a series of
objectives under the three themes of
wildlife, people and enterprise:

 Increase community involvement in
the management of the woods
 Educate people about woods and their
environment
Enterprise
 Establish a social enterprise to
generate income to support only the
sustainable management of the woods
and associated activities
 Carry out woodland management,
timber extraction and conversion of
timber to a variety of products to
generate this income
 Support the wider economic
regeneration of the Scarborough area
through contributions to tourism, jobs
and training
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3 – RAINCLIFFE WOOD COMMUNITY
ENTERPRISE
3.1 – Structure
RWCE was formed in 2012 by a group of
local people with a passion for the woods
and a desire to see them managed
properly and in a sustainable way. These
people have joined forces with specialists
in woodland management, environment
and other fields who also all have an
aspiration for the woods to be properly
managed. Together they have formed a
development group to prepare this
business plan and establish the
organisation that could take on a
Community Asset Transfer of such an
important site.

Following a positive decision by
Scarborough Borough Council on the
Community Asset Transfer bid it is
intended to hold the first Annual General
Meeting (AGM) of RWCE in May 2015. At
this point a board will be formally elected
and appointed to run the Enterprise.

The people actively involved in the
development group are:
 Robert Sword (Chairman) – Dawnay
Estate
 Mark Feather – Woodland Trust
 Tom Mutton – Groundwork
 John Bradley – Events and education
 Mark Pickering – Environmental
interpretation
 Gill Kendall – Newby and Scalby Parish
Council
 Claire Robinson – Coast and Vale
Community Action
 Roy Blenkin – Barrowcliff Big Local
 Sarah Thornton – Futureworks
 Nick Tubbs – Tubbs & Co
 Cllr David Jeffels – North Yorkshire
County Council

The Board will then appoint a Management
Board to oversee the day-to-day running of
the Enterprise, including the employment
and management of staff, contractors and
volunteers. This Management Board may
include people who are not a board
member, e.g. volunteer co-ordinators.

The structure of the organisation helps
ensure it is rooted and accountable to local
people. The board is a combination of local
elected people and experts or
representatives appointed for their specific
skills and knowledge.

The proposed structure is shown overleaf.

The group has registered RWCE as a notfor-profit-distribution company limited by
guarantee in October 2013. This is an
appropriate legal entity for a social
enterprise start-up such as this.
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Organisational structure of Raincliffe Wood Community Enterprise

expressed an interest in becoming a
member of RWCE. If the Community Asset
Transfer bid is successful then these and
many others will be invited to sign up as
members in preparation for the AGM in
May 2015. A membership drive will take
place early in 2015, linked with the events,
activities and promotional programme
planned for spring and summer, as
detailed later in this report.

3.2 – Members, stakeholders and
consultations
RWCE will be the custodian of the woods
for the people of Scarborough and beyond
and as such will be owned and run by
these people and be accountable to them.
There are three main ways this will be
achieved – membership, stakeholders and
consultations.

It is anticipated that members will come
from all walks of life with all sorts of
interests. Group members may be schools,
businesses, tourism and accommodation
providers, volunteer groups etc. As
membership grows it is envisaged that
particular interest groups and themes will
develop their own sub-groups to discuss
and develop ideas to put to the Board for
consideration. Examples could include:

3.2.1 – Membership
Membership will be open to anyone who
supports the vision and objectives of the
Enterprise, either individuals or
organisations. Members will help run the
organisation by being able to vote at
meetings, be elected to the board or
volunteer with the Enterprise.
Through the consultations and community
engagement carried out in the
development of this plan 251 people
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 Sports and recreation – cycling,
orienteering, running, horse riding
 Conservation and ecology – flora,
fauna, fungi
 Bushcraft and survival skills
 Traditional woodland crafts
 Angling
 Dog walking
 Creative arts
 Hospitality providers – B&B’s, hotels,
self-catering accommodation, cafés

3.3 – Achievements to date
In the two years since its establishment,
RWCE has made great progress towards
becoming ready and able to take on the
management of such an important asset
as Raincliffe Woods, Forge Valley and Row
Brow Woods. Highlights to date include:
 Variety of public consultations, resulting
in 320 responses to questionnaires and
surveys
 Selection of workshops, partnership
events and conferences with wide
range of local partner organisations and
stakeholders
 Successful funding bids to carry out
feasibility and early development work
 Delivery of successful and well attended
Secret Wood event in October 2013
 Establishment of RWCE as a company
limited by guarantee
 Growth of a development board to
include key members with experience
and skills to contribute
 Continued development of volunteering
and education in the woods, with 95
young people involved in the woods
through Futureworks

3.2.2 – Stakeholders
The wider public as residents of
Scarborough or individuals and
organisations with a particular interest in
the woods who do not wish to sign up as
members of RWCE will still maintain their
stake in the woods and be encouraged to
participate in its management and
improvement. This will be achieved in a
variety of ways, such as:
 Attendance at events, activities and
consultation meetings
 Day-to-day contact with members, staff,
contractors and volunteers
 Publicity, newsletters, website and
social media with feedback
mechanisms
3.2.3 – Consultations
In addition to the member and stakeholder
involvement in the Enterprise, a variety of
formal consultations and procedures are in
place to ensure that all management
proposals are appropriate and necessary.
These include:
 Formal consultation on management
plan with Forestry Commission, Natural
England, Scarborough Borough Council
and North York Moors National Park
 Felling licence for any timber extraction
work
 Planning permission for any works
requiring approval
6

The consultations carried out over the last
two years, coupled with the knowledge and
experience of the people involved in RWCE,
are what has formed the proposals for the
woods contained in this business plan.
What is proposed is what the people of
Scarborough want for the woods. Differing
interests have been balanced carefully,
with something provided for everyone
whilst at the same time protecting the
delicate environment of this precious
asset.

For example, dedicated cycling and
mountain bike trails will be created to
minimise the current conflict with other
users of the woodland such as walkers.
By becoming members of RWCE, people
will have the opportunity to further shape
the change and development of Raincliffe
Woods. Membership and involvement is
available at all levels, from being elected to
the board and volunteering to receiving
newsletters and commenting on
proposals.
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4 – ACTION PLAN 2015-2020
The woods need restoration and
management work to commence as soon
as possible because their condition in is
decline and as time passes this decline
accelerates. However, it is also important
that RWCE is built on firm foundations so
that is capable of caring for the woods for
many years to come. The first five years is
critical in this regard and RWCE is
fortunate to have the support of key
partners to help nurture its growth in these
early days.

The five-year action plan is divided into
eight themes:
 Community involvement, events and
activities
 Woodland restoration and timber
extraction
 Information and promotion
 Education
 Access, facilities and enhancing the
visitor experience
 Training, employment and wellbeing
 Forestry enterprise and added value
 Management of other woodlands

The 5-year action plan set out in the
following pages is both ambitious and
achievable. Support and funding from
existing partners means 2015 will see
RWCE begin the first significant woodland
restoration in over 50 years. Funding bids
made throughout this first year will bolster
this woodland management and enable
the establishment of dedicated staff,
equipment and a work base on and off site.
The initial Woodland Management Plan is
deliverable within this first five years.

Each theme is explored in more detail
below, and then all proposals summarised
in a 5-year action plan table at the end of
the section.
The Woodland Management Plan and
associated documents also provide more
detailed information on the management
proposals for the woods.

The on-going growth and sustainability of
the Enterprise is equally achievable.
Feasibility work and research has
identified that income streams can cover
the operating costs of the business, while
providing some surplus to help
development and further growth.
The action plan covers a five-year period
because this is an appropriate length of
time to establish and grow the Enterprise
to a point where it is financially selfsustaining.
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4.1 – Community involvement, events
and activities
The enjoyment of the woods by as many
people as possible and the active
involvement of many of these people in the
management and development of the
woods are fundamental principles of the
Enterprise. This will be achieved through
volunteering, consultation and feedback,
and events and activities:

Regular volunteer activities will be
provided throughout the year, on varied
days to suit varied volunteers and
volunteer groups. This will be
complemented by a range of theme-based
and ad hoc volunteering such as family fun
day events or development of wildlife
interpretation. Existing volunteer networks
will be linked with and complemented, for
example Scarborough Conservation
Volunteers who currently manage
Raincliffe Meadow. It should be recognised
that many forestry management activities
can be dangerous and health and safety
requirements may limit some volunteering
activities.

4.1.1 – Volunteering
RWCE will provide a variety of volunteering
opportunities in order to develop strong
and diverse volunteer networks to assist
with the restoration, management and
improvement of the woods. Volunteering is
about much more than practical
conservation tasks in the wood. Proposed
activities include:











4.1.2 – Consultation and feedback
The Enterprise is an accountable and open
organisation that would manage the
woods as a custodian of the wider public.
As such, a variety of mechanisms for
public involvement and comment will be
provided, including website and social
media, AGM and consultation meetings,
events, open days and guided walks, and
general day-to-day contact with board
members, staff and volunteers.

Ecological survey and monitoring
Press and publicity
Website and social media
Photography
Guided walks
Public speaking and consultations
Education leaders
Historical research and interpretation
Administration
Practical woodland management

4.1.3 – Events and activities
An exciting programme of events and
activities will be key to attracting a wide
variety of people to enjoy the woods, and
perhaps many first time visitors. The
flagship event for 2015 will be the British
Horse Logging Championships on 16 and
17 May 2015. This is anticipated to attract
over 2,000 people and will be
complemented by a variety of stalls
information stands in a similar way to
previous Secret Wood events.
A series of smaller events and activities is
planned for spring 2015 as part of an
9

Awards for All Lottery bid. This will
showcase the diversity of events that the
woods can support and include things like:

4.2 – Woodland restoration and
timber extraction
The careful restoration of the woodland is
a priority activity to enhance its value for
wildlife, make it more resilient to disease
and improve the value of the timber. In its
first operational year the Enterprise will
embark on large scale forestry operations
which will mainly involve thinning areas of
the woods. The initial work will be spread
over approximately 10 years and will be
undertaken with care and sensitivity,
working to best practice. More detail on
this aspect can be found within the
Raincliffe Woodland Management Plan.

 Wildlife safaris and nature trails
 Family fun day and picnic
 Woodland crafts and creative arts
workshops
 Bushcraft and survival skills
 Scarborough Trail Marathon
 Orienteering and geo-caching
 Woodland management demonstration
days
The wide partnership networks the
Enterprise has developed will be important
in providing a diverse range of events and
wherever possible partner organisations
will be encouraged to run their own events
in the woods, e.g. Family Antics – a
Barrowcliff based social enterprise running
fun family activities.

The forestry work is vital for the
restoration of the woodland and has the
added benefit that some areas will provide
an income to support the overall
management of the woodland.

It is an aspiration of the Enterprise within
its first 10 years to create an
education/visitor centre in or alongside the
woods, and once this is established a
much wider range of events and activities
could be provided.

In the long term RWCE propose to manage
around 50% of the woods as continuous
cover forestry. The maps overleaf indicate
the areas in blue that would be managed in
the long term for timber production. The
continuous cover forestry system is where
the canopy of the trees is more or less
maintained through the careful selection of
individual trees or small groups for felling.
It is generally considered as the most
sympathetic management system
reflecting more natural processes and
avoiding any large scale impact on the
landscape such as clear felling areas.
Timber extraction is needed in order to
raise funds for the sustainable
management of the woods and the
activities of RWCE. The areas proposed for
extraction have been selected based on
their suitability for this purpose, ecological
and landscape value.
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Continuous Cover Forestry Areas

Extraction during the first 4-5 years is
anticipated at 1,000t/year, with this
dropping to 500t/year from there onwards
once the woods begin improving in quality.
Approximately 20Ha/year could be worked
under continuous cover forestry system.

timber would be extracted and it would
remain as standing and fallen trees which
would be left to decay naturally and
provide a valuable deadwood habitat. This
method is called thin-to-waste and is
shown on the plan below.

Initially other areas of the wood would
require some work to aid their restoration.
This is mainly the thinning of conifer trees
on some of the steeper less accessible
slopes to enable the development of
broadleaf species. Because of the
inaccessible locations of these sites no

This thin-to-waste work would produce no
income from timber extraction so would
require grant or other financial support for
it to be viable. Grant funding is available for
this type of ancient woodland restoration
and partners such as the Woodland Trust
are experienced in securing such funding
11

Thin-to-Waste Forestry Areas

and delivering successful restoration
projects. If funding is secured, around 35
Ha of the woods could be restored under
thin-to-waste.

Some of this forestry work will be suitable
for the involvement of volunteers once
they have developed the appropriate skills
and experience. Interpretation for the
general public on the woodland
management operations will be provided in
a variety of forms such as on-site notice
boards, guided walks, leaflets and website
pages.

The woodland restoration and timber
extraction work will be delivered by a
combination of contractors and RWCE inhouse staff, with a decreasing role for
contractors over time as the initial glut of
work is overcome. Local contractors would
be used wherever possible and always
under the close supervision of RWCE.

The table overleaf summarises the
extraction and timber use over the first five
years, with year 5 being typical of future
years:
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Timber extraction and usage
(tonne)
Logwood
Fencing
Timber sales
ESCO
Seasoning
Total
Raincliffe Woods
Other woodlands

2015
0
0
800
0
200
1,000
1,000
0

2016
200
100
500
0
200
1,000
1,000
0

2017
200
100
500
200
0
1,000
900
100

2018
200
100
400
200
0
900
700
200

2019
200
100
300
200
0
800
500
300

 Development of way-marked trails of
varied difficulties for both walking and
cycling
 Design and printing of a new leaflet for
the woods
 Development of website and social
media
 Development of theme-based and
educational interpretation proposals,
e.g. wildlife and geology
 Regular publicity and promotion in local
media

4.3 – Information and promotion
Awareness of the woods across
Scarborough is currently limited by a
severe lack of information and promotion.
Furthermore, information on site to help
with navigation and interpretation is poor,
incomplete or non-existent. The
combination of these factors means the
main users of the woods are those who
know them well and use them regularly
and in the same way. A huge number of
people are missing out on the potential
benefits of enjoying the woods and the
activities they could provide.

4.4 – Education

The tourism potential is particularly
untapped, despite other woods in the
region receiving large number of tourist
visitors, e.g. Dalby Forest. The proximity of
Raincliffe Woods to Scarborough town is
one of its greatest advantages to tourist
use, and future marketing will be closely
linked to this relationship.

The educational potential of the woods
falls into two main categories –
environmental education and outdoor
learning.
4.4.1 – Environmental education
The woods offer a fascinating window into
the natural environment that could be used
to improve the environmental awareness
of thousands of people. The collective
knowledge, respect and inspiration gained
from such education will reap
environmental rewards for many years to
come as people spread and pass this on to
others.

A priority for year one of the Enterprise will
be a rebranding of the woods and
development of a new information and
promotion strategy. This will include:
 New information panels at main car
parks and entrance points
 Rationalisation and improvement of
directional signage

The long term vision for RWCE is for the
woods to be a centre of excellence for
13

environmental education, with a built
facility and state of the art interpretation.
However, the focus in the first five years
will be on developing a firm foundation for
such ambitions by completing the
following activities:

 Building iron age roundhouse and low
impact camping shelters
 Tree planting
 Coppicing
 Team building activity days
For the young people involved the benefits
have been enormous – working together
as a team, learning hands-on practical
skills, increasing confidence and selfesteem, and getting out in the fresh air
keeping fit and healthy.

 Develop a range of general
interpretation materials such as a new
leaflet, on-site information panels and
information on the web site
 Use of the Woodland Trust Nature
Detectives activities for children and
families
 Development of bespoke educational
materials based on particular elements
of the woods, e.g. life cycles, tree
identification, geology
 Hosting a range of guided walks, wildlife
walks, talks and educational activities
for the general public
 Further develop relationships with local
schools and organisations to establish
a programme of educational visits,
particularly those closest to the woods,
e.g. Graham School and Yorkshire
Coast College
 Development of feasibility plans for a
timber built eco-friendly
education/visitor centre

This potential will be further developed in
year one through a variety of activities:
 Continued involvement of Futureworks
and their young people
 Programme of physical environmental
improvements for people to volunteer
with and learn new skills, e.g. path
repair and construction, picnic areas,
tree management.
 Develop stronger links with local
schools and providers and begin to be
commissioned for delivery of outdoor
education
 Increased use by young people’s
uniformed groups

4.4.2 – Outdoor learning
In addition to learning about the
environment, learning in the environment
can bring unique benefits to those taking
part, particularly for those not responding
well to the traditional classroom
environment. The benefits that this offers
can be life changing for the people
involved.
Over the last two years this potential has
been explored through a partnership with
Futureworks, a local social enterprise
working with young people not in
education, employment or training. To date
95 young people have taken part in a
variety of activities in the woods, such as:
14

Some, but not all, of these improvements
will be dependent on grant funding but
RWCE are confident in being able to
achieve all of them within the first five
years.

4.5 – Access, facilities and enhancing
the visitor experience
The full range of improvements to access
and facilities desired by RWCE will take
around 20 years to fully realise but much
can be done in the first five years to make
dramatic and noticeable improvements.
The priorities will be as follows:

4.6 – Training, employment and
wellbeing
One of the main advantages of a locally
owned social enterprise managing the
woods is the training, employment and
wellbeing benefits it can bring to the local
area, particularly areas of socio-economic
deprivation close to the woods such as
Barrowcliff. RWCE offers some significant
opportunities here.

 Improve access path along Lady Edith’s
Drive
 Create seating at key viewpoints and
accessible picnic areas near car parks
 Establish maintenance programme of
vegetation management and litter
control
 Set in place a rolling programme of path
and infrastructure repairs, linked to
volunteer and maintenance programme
 Create added value features such as
informal sculptures and natural play
facilities
 Establish an appropriately woodland
themed mobile catering concession in
Raincliffe Gate car park
 Investigate feasibility of providing earth
composting toilet facilities
 Review cycle use of the woods and
begin creation of way-marked routes
and dedicated mountain bike trails

4.6.1 – Training and employment
Within the first five years RWCE will create
four full time jobs, at least two of which will
be created through apprenticeships and
rehabilitation of armed forces veterans,
plus numerous training opportunities for
staff, volunteers and local people, including
accredited training. Activities will include:
 Establish an Operations and
Development Director post to manage
the Enterprise and its development
 Establish two full-time Forest Ranger
posts, at least one in partnership with
the Poppy Factory to help rehabilitate
armed forces veterans
 Establish a Forestry Apprenticeship
position
 Offer a range of training opportunities
including – habitat management,
wildlife identification and recording,
machinery use, fencing, walling, wood
crafts etc.
4.6.2 – Wellbeing
The woods offer a unique opportunity to
improve people’s physical and mental
15

health and wellbeing. The therapeutic
value of natural woodlands is well proven
and RWCE want to maximise these
benefits for the people of Scarborough.
Within the first five years the Enterprise
will:

social impact of choosing to purchase
them will be a significant selling point to
local people.
4.7.2 – Energy Service Company
As a development of its wood fuel
business, the Enterprise intends to
become an Energy Service Company
(ESCO), supplying heat energy (hot water)
generated from biomass boilers. Detailed
feasibility has been carried out on two
local facilities (including Manor Road
Nurseries) and a sound business case
developed.

 Develop “Green Gym” type volunteeringfor-fitness activities
 Work with FirstLight Trust to deliver
occupational therapy in the woods for
armed forces veterans
 Demonstrate the health benefits of
using and working in the woods
 Seek commissioning of health and
wellbeing services from health and
social care commissioners

The proposals for the ESCO would be for
RWCE to supply and install the boiler
systems, and then wholly manage these
systems, including fuelling and
maintenance. The building users would
then buy the energy from RWCE at a
discounted rate, thus receiving both a
financial and sustainability benefit. In
addition to the income from this energy
supply, RWCE would receive support from
the Renewable Heat Incentive to cover the
costs of boiler installation and
maintenance.

4.7 – Forestry enterprise and added
value
Making best use of the extracted timber
and adding value to it wherever possible
will be vital to ensure the economic
viability of the woods. These added value
activities are in three main categories –
wood fuel, Energy Service Company, and
timber products.

There may be some potential to expand
this activity to other sites, although this is
limited by timber supply.

4.7.1 – Wood fuel
An early priority for the Enterprise is to
establish a wood fuel business providing
logs to the local area. Wood fuel as an
early project is particularly suitable for
Raincliffe Woods because of the current
low quality of timber and future potential
for coppiced hardwood. A working and
storage area for timber is required, and
would be developed on the old sawmill site
in the centre of the woods in year one.
Sales would be mainly delivery based,
including small bags through local shops
and garages, bulk bags and bulk loads.
There is a good local market for wood fuel
and the local provenance of the logs and
16

4.7.3 – Timber products
Making things from the timber extracted
from the woods will be both a great way to
add value to the timber and involve people
in the Enterprise. During the first five years
while building and processing facilities are
limited, the products that could be
produced are fairly low grade, such as
fencing materials and blocks for
woodcarving and farming.

4.8 – Management of other
woodlands
The prevalence of small sized woodlands
and a lack of small, low impact forestry
contractors in the Scarborough area
provide an opportunity for RWCE to
provide a sustainable woodland
management service to other landowners.
Discussions have taken place with Dawnay
Estate and North York Moors National
Park to explore the potential for these
external contracts. There are also other
woodlands in the ownership of
Scarborough Borough Council that could
benefit from this service.

However, as the quality of timber extracted
from the woods improves over time as the
restoration work takes effect, so the range
and quality of wood products will expand
and improve. During the first five years
further development and feasibility work
will be undertaken on establishing a
joinery/production workshop where
products such as furniture, ornaments and
signage can be produced.

It is envisaged that after the initial phase of
restoration work is completed in Raincliffe
timber extraction will drop to no more than
500t/year. However, up to around
300t/year will eventually be available from
these other woodlands, therefore providing
RWCE with an on-going supply of around
800t/year from various sites.

Such a timber conversion facility could
have significant training benefits,
particularly to areas with employment and
skills issues such as Barrowcliff.

Similarly, grounds maintenance and
countryside services are currently provided
by and to a variety of clients and
contractors. RWCE would bid for this work
where appropriate to strengthen its
portfolio of contracts.

A key market for these products will be
tourists, as there is a great opportunity to
develop unique and attractive branding
related to the Scarborough coastal area.
This branding could open up national and
international markets through internet
shopping.
Another major selling point of timber
products from Raincliffe Woods is the local
nature of production and supply. It is
envisaged that this will be a key tool in
securing procurement from those wishing
to by locally and reduce transport impacts,
e.g. timber supplied to local housing
developments. This applies equally to
small and large customers.
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4.9 – Five Year Action Plan

Community involvement, events and activities
Membership promotion drive, exhibitions and first AGM meeting
Enable regular volunteering in and for the woods
Hold open days and consultation events for public feedback
Taster events, including British horse logging championships
Develop wider events programme
Woodland restoration and timber extraction
Secure management plan approval from Forestry Commission
Begin woodland restoration work with contractors/in-house team
Improve vehicle access points and tracks
Thinning and extraction 20 Ha/year
Thin to waste 35 Ha
Information and promotion
Carry out signage and information review and rebranding
Produce new leaflet for woods
Create interactive website, social media, publicity and promotion
Develop way-marked trails and theme based interpretation
Education
Develop interpretation and education materials on and off site
Use Woodland Trust Nature Detectives activities in woods
Guided walks and educational activities for general public
Continue outdoor activities with young people from Futureworks
Develop plans and feasibility for education/visitor centre
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2019

2018

2017

2015

Theme and description

2016

Year

Access, facilities and enhancing the visitor experience
Improve access path alongside Lady Edith’s Drive
Create seating at viewpoints and accessible picnic areas
Develop log sculptures and natural play facilities
Carry out regular paths and grounds maintenance programme
Trial mobile catering facilities in Raincliffe Gate car park
Develop cycling provision and mountain bike trails
Training, employment and wellbeing
Establish staff team, apprentices and forces veteran position
Establish volunteer coordinator roles
Expand staff team
Deliver training programme for staff, volunteers and public
Deliver occupational therapy with FirstLight Trust and others
Establish volunteering for health
Carry out feasibility and develop health commissioning contracts
Forestry enterprise and added value
Establish timber store and working area at old sawmill site
Establish depot facilities and office base at Manor Road Nurseries
Establish and develop log wood fuel business deliveries
Establish ESCO and begin supplying heat energy to local properties
Investigate expanding ESCO provision to further properties
Produce and sell timber products
Develop higher quality timber products, including potential workshop
Management of other woodlands
Secure contracts with other woodlands and sites
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2019

2018

2017

2015

Theme and description

2016

Year

pressures to quickly launch their
programmes.

5 – DELIVERY
The previous sections of this business
plan have outlined what RWCE is and what
it intends to do in Raincliffe Woods. The
following sections detail how this will be
achieved, under the four categories of
funding, timescale, operations, and work
base.

To develop these funding bids, and also to
fully engage the community and ensure
woodland restoration work can begin in
2015, the support of partners and up-front
development funding will be required. The
Woodland Trust and Groundwork will be
key in this regard as these organisations
have a good track record of attracting
funding to support the delivery of these
activities in-house.

5.1 – Funding
Sustainability is achievable – Raincliffe
Woods can, in time, produce enough
income to wholly support the effective and
appropriate management of the woods.

Three main fundraising activities will be
carried out in 2015:
 Events taster programme – an Awards
for All bid will be submitted in early
2015 to support a diverse events
programme in spring/summer 2015,
including the British Horse Logging
Championships. This will be an
excellent opportunity to engage with a
wide audience, promote the Enterprise
and test out a variety of different
events. Central to this process will be
the inaugural AGM meeting in May
2015.

It will however take time to reach this point
and a combination of huge voluntary
effort, partner support and successful
funding bids will be required to make the
journey. The development group of RWCE
are committed to supporting this journey
with their time and have the confidence
that the required funding will be secured
within the first five years and within this
period financial sustainability will have
been achieved.

 Woodland restoration – essential
woodland restoration and timber
extraction can begin in 2015 before the
full establishment of the RWCE staff
team by using local forestry
contractors. This can be funded
through a combination of the income
from the extracted timber and forestry
grants.

This confidence if further bolstered by the
fact that several major grant funding
opportunities aligned perfectly to the work
of RWCE are due to launch in 2015.
The timescale of these applications will be
governed by the launch of the grant
programmes, which is currently
unspecified. Most were due to launch in
early 2015 but it is looking increasingly
likely some will be delayed until later in the
year. Although this will provide a shortterm delay for the Enterprise, it could be
advantageous in that RWCE will have well
developed oven-ready plans that will be
appealing to grant funders with time

 Bid writing – A package of around
£300,000 of grants and loans will be
applied for in 2015, from the Big Lottery
Fund, LEADER, Rural Development
Programme, social investment and
charitable trusts and foundations. To
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successfully secure this level of funding
requires significant resources, some of
which can be provided by the
development group and its partners,
particularly Groundwork and the
Woodland Trust. Small funding bids for
feasibility and bid-writing support will be
made in early 2015 to enable additional
development resources to be bought-in
by the Enterprise.

that this funding will be open for
applications around January 2015. RWCE
will be ready with an application at a very
early stage.
Asset transfer and energy related grants
and loans – A variety of funding is
available as grants and/or loans for the
establishment and growth of communityowned social enterprise taking on asset
transfers and providing local services.
Some of these will be particularly suitable
for the establishment of the ESCO and
wood fuel systems as loans will enable the
project to enter the Renewable Heating
Incentive. Examples include Social and
Sustainable Capital, NESTA, Social
Investment Business, Community
Investment Fund, Charity Bank, Triodos
Bank, Key Fund, Third Fund, RBS Inspiring
Enterprise and Social Incubator North.

5.1.1 – Funding sources
Further details of the funding sources to
be applied to are as follows:
BIG Power to Change – Major new Lottery
funding to supporting community-led
enterprises and kick start community
action. £150 million to support the
development of sustainable communityled enterprises across England. The Power
to Change Trust is currently applying for
the endowment of £150m from the Big
Lottery Fund and this process is expected
to be completed by the end of the year. It is
envisaged that the Trust will be up and
running in early 2015. It is expected that
this will be a key funding opportunity for
RWCE and the Enterprise will be ready to
submit an application as soon as the fund
opens.

Trusts and Foundations – There are many
charitable trusts and foundations with
priorities aligned to those of RWCE and
these will be approached for match
funding and support for particular
elements of the Enterprise’s work. Suitable
examples include Ernest Cook Trust,
Esmée Fairburn, Tudor Trust, John Laing
Foundation, Woodward Charitable Trust,
Henry Smith Charity, Garfield Weston
Foundation, John Ellerman Foundation,
Young Foundation, GC Gibson Charitable
Trust, Mark Leonard Trust, Hedley
Foundation, Neil Hudgell Solicitors Trust,
Sir George Martine Trust and Gulbenkian
Foundation. These are often suitable for
start-up costs and innovative projects.
Often only registered charities are eligible,
so until RWCE is a registered charity, its
partner organisations such as the
Woodland Trust and Groundwork could
apply for grants on its behalf.

LEADER – European rural development
funding administered through North York
Moors National Park. Local priorities link
perfectly to RWCE:
 Support for Increasing Farm
Productivity
 Support for Micro and Small
Enterprises and Farm Diversification
 Support Rural Tourism
 Provision of Rural Services
 Support for Cultural and Heritage
Activity
 Support for Increasing Forestry
Productivity
The LEADER programme is currently being
assessed nationwide and it is expected

Various small grants – There are also
many small grant programmes and
corporate social responsibility
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opportunities RWCE will take advantage of.
These will often relate to a specific piece of
work and include examples such as First
Trans Pennine Express and Forestry
Commission Green Grants, North Face
Explore Fund, Healthy Heart Grants,
Santander Foundation, North York Moors
National Park Community Grants, Skipton
Building Society, British Ecological Society
Outreach Grants, Prince’s Countryside
Fund, HF Holidays Pathway Fund, Screwfix
Foundation and Marks and Spencer.

programmes, Sharing Heritage (£3,000£10,000) and Our Heritage (£10,000 to
£100,000) suitable for heritage
conservation, protecting and interpretation
in the woods. Natural heritage and the
public’s value of heritage are key elements.
People’s Millions – Occasional competitive
grant voted for by the public on regional
ITV. Up to £50,000 available and much of
the work of RWCE would appeal to
television voters, e.g. rehabilitation of
armed forces veterans.

Local fundraising – Local support for the
woods is strong and this will be built on
through local appeals and fundraising by
individuals and groups. RWCE will also
register on www.localgiving.com to
provide a web-based opportunity for
appeals and donations and consider crowd
funding initiatives. Sponsorship for
features within the woods will also be
utilised, e.g. memorial benches and trees.
There are also many small scale grants
available locally that the Enterprise will
apply to, e.g. North Yorkshire Police,
Community Foundation, Co-operative
Community Fund.

Awards for All – Easy access Lottery grant
of up to £10,000 to address the issues,
needs and aspirations of local
communities and people. Will fund a wide
range of community projects aimed at
developing skills, improving health,
revitalising the local environment and
enabling people to become more active
citizens. As with all grants, becoming
increasingly competitive in current
economic climate.
People’s Postcode Trust – Private lottery
funding with small grants up to £20,000
and one-off Dream Fund of up to
£750,000. Focus is advancement of
community development and application
rounds cycle around the British regions
throughout the year. A similar grant
programme is the People’s Health Trust.

Woodland Trust – The country’s leading
charity in ancient woodland restoration,
the partnership with the Trust opens up a
range of opportunities such as specialist
staff support as a gift in kind, networking
and member appeals.

LandAid – The property industry charity
with a programme (£75,000-£150,000) for
building and land projects to provide
support for children and young people up
to 25 years old, who are experiencing
social and/or economic disadvantages.

Yorventure/BIFFA/WREN – Landfill tax
credits funding for environmental and
community projects, up to £25,000 with
occasional one-off Challenge Fund and
Biodiversity programme of up to £250,000.
Particularly suitable for capital projects on
community green space, so ideal for an
environmental improvement in Raincliffe
Woods.

Rural Development Programme/Forestry
Grants – The English Woodland Grants
Scheme (2007-2013), which provided a
vital foundation of various woodland
grants is currently in transition to a new
programme – New Environmental Land

Heritage Lottery Fund – Heritage focussed
part of Lottery funding with two
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Management Scheme (2014-2020).
Programmes within this scheme are due to
launch in 2015 and are likely to contain a
mix of capital grants, business support,
training, land management and supply
chain development. Experience from
previous schemes shows that “oven-ready”
schemes at the opening of the programme
are particularly successful, and RWCE will
have an application prepared very soon
after launch.

5.2 – Timescale
The next 12 months will be an intensive
period of development for RWCE with a
complex and interlinked series of
milestones. Many important steps in this
development rely on each other, for
example, many of the funding applications
to be made in 2015 require a lease to be in
place for the land.
The proposed timescale for the next 12
months is shown on the table overleaf.
The key stages of the development,
establishment and early growth of the
Enterprise are as follows:

Timescale


2012 – conception of idea, initial consultations, formation of development group



2013 – extensive public consultations and partner involvement, feasibility research
and development



2014 – strengthening of development group and formation of 5-year business plan



Jan-May 2015 – response to bid from Scarborough Borough Council, membership
drive, events taster programme, secure development funding, hold AGM and
appoint new Board, Management Board and Volunteer Co-ordinator/s



May-Sep 2015 – further events and tourism development, major grant/loan
funding bids through project consultants or staff, agreement of lease terms



Sep 2015-Mar 2016 – woodland restoration and timber extraction, establishment
of staff team and local contractors



Mar 2016+ – commence ESCO operations, develop further elements of the social
enterprise, continue woodland management operations
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RWCE submit and present final business plan
CAT panel review business plan and make recommendation to Cabinet
Cabinet approval of asset transfer 20 January 2015
Invite SBC Officer to development group for partnership support
Draft and agree lease and terms
Submit Awards for All bid for activity taster programme
Develop and submit funding bids for operational establishment
Potential call-in and review of Cabinet decision
Enter into management agreement while lease agreed
Deliver activity taster programme, including Horse Logging and open day
AGM meeting and election of new board members
Award of funding for operational establishment
Sign lease and complete asset transfer
Establish operations inc. employ staff/contractors and create work/office bases
Begin woodland restoration and thinning work
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Dec 2015

Nov 2015

Oct 2015

Sep 2015

Aug 2015

Jul 2015

Jun 2015

May 2015

Apr 2015

Mar 2015

Feb 2015

Jan 2015

Activity or milestone

Dec 2014

Nov 2014

Date

5.3 – Operations
By the end of 2015 it is anticipated that
sufficient funding will have been secured
to employ an in-house staff team to deliver
the activities of the Enterprise, accelerate
its development and support the work of
forestry contractors. The proposed initial
staff structure is as follows, although the
Operations and Development Director may
be in place for around 6 months before the
other staff, depending on profile of funding
sources:

restoration will be carried out by
contractors and 50% by in-house staff,
and this will remain a typical ratio in the
longer term.
As well as delivery of the Enterprise’s
activities, this staff structure will allow
excellent business development during the
first five years and by the end of this period
it is anticipated that the staff team will be
able to expand to accommodate growth
areas such as education, health and
training. RWCE estimate that in time
around 10-20 full-time equivalent posts
can be supported by the Enterprise and its
operations.

 Operations and Development Director
(full time, £28k) – the heart and
figurehead of the Enterprise,
responsible for both the day-to-day
management and strategic
development of the business.

RWCE will be a fair employer with a living
wage paid to its staff and expenses of
volunteers covered. Furthermore, it signs
up to the principle, originally suggested by
the Greek philosopher Plato, that no
employee should be paid more than 5
times the salary of the lowest paid
employee, including apprentices.

 Senior Forest Ranger (full time, £18k) –
hands-on forest worker to lead the
woodland management and timber
extraction as well as the volunteer and
contractor management and education.
Also leading the management of the
wood fuel and ESCO operations.

Until the operational workforce is in place
significant additional work will be required
by the development group, board,
membership and partners. The people
involved are committed to this investment
because they recognise the value of the
results. They also provide the ideal mix of
skills and experience to see this
establishment and development process
through successfully.

 Forest Ranger (full time, £15k) –
established in its first year as a post for
the rehabilitation of armed services
personnel, this post would become
permanent through RWCE after this
initial year. Support for the Senior
Forest Ranger.
 Apprentice (full time, £5.6k training
allowance) – forestry apprentice for two
years including college study.
 Seasonal foresters/contractors – the
support of contractors and temporary
staff will be needed for woodland
restoration work and at times of peak
work flow or when specialist tasks are
required. It is anticipated that by year 5
approximately 50% of woodland
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5.4 – Work base
Sawmill Site
The site of the former sawmill in the centre
of the woods is an ideal location for on-site
forestry operations. As part of the year 1
establishment RWCE would create a log
storage area, small timber bothy and
working area as a base for the wood fuel
and forestry operations. No equipment
would be left on site overnight.

For the first five years of the Enterprise,
three main bases of operations will be
used – Manor Road Nurseries, Sawmill
Site and other venues.
Manor Road Nurseries
As soon as RWCE has staff and equipment
it will require depot facilities for safe
storage of vehicles and plant and office
facilities for development and
administration work and as a point of
contact for the public. In time it is
anticipated that this will be provided as
part of the education/visitor facilities in or
near the woods, but the completion of
these is beyond the five-year timescale of
this plan. For the first few years of
operations the RWCE main base will be
Manor Road Nurseries. There is sufficient
space for the Enterprise’s requirements in
both office and depot facilities and this
links very well with the biomass boiler
proposals and the general work of the
Environmental Services department.

Although very basic in nature, these
facilities would also provide a point of
contact in the woods for the general public
and volunteers.
Other venues
A variety of other venues will be used by
the Enterprise for meetings, consultation
events and activities. The most commonly
used building will be the Business Gateway
facilities at Yorkshire Coast College on
Lady Edith’s Drive as this is close to the
woods and accessible for most of the local
population.
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7 – RISKS
Risk

Mitigation

Pests and diseases
The wood currently contains a high

The first phases of thinning operations will focus

percentage of larch including some areas

on larch including small scale felling to create

of up to 15 Ha which are almost 100%

glades for natural regeneration of broadleaved

larch. Larch in the west of the UK is

species. If the disease did take hold then most of

suffering from a disease (Phytophthora

the larch areas are easily accessible so felling

ramourum) and affected areas require

and extraction costs are likely to be met by the

wholesale larch removal. Ash, Scots Pine,

value of the timber so it would not represent a

Oak are other species which could also

financial risk.

suffer from disease in the future, but these

Ash dieback could be a problem adjacent to the

species and the diseases they suffer from

highways and paths but this would be managed

are likely to be less of an impact on the

through tree safety operations. It is envisaged

woods as a whole.

that dieback would be a gradual process over
many years enabling a reasonable time to react.

Funding
Much of the proposed restoration and

The people and partner organisations within

management work as well as the growth

RWCE have a good track record of fundraising.

of the Enterprise requires external funding,

Essential maintenance costs and a slower

and this cannot be guaranteed

growth of the Enterprise can be achieved
through secure income from timber extraction.

Volunteer engagement
The growth of the Enterprise and

The people and partner organisations within

successful delivery of much of the added

RWCE have a good track record of volunteer

value activities requires the continued

development and a diverse range of

support of a wide network of volunteers.

opportunities and support is on offer. Essential
maintenance work can be achieved without
significant volunteer input.

Land management issues
Vandalism, fly tipping and anti-social

Budgeting and income from timber extraction

behaviour can cause unexpected expense.

will allow contingency funds to address

Likewise tree safety work adjacent to

unexpected expenditure.

highways can be unpredictable, especially

The close involvement of local people and

damage from severe gales.

volunteers should help reduce vandalism.
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8 – APPENDICES AND SUPPORTING INFORMATION
Supplied separately:
 A – Management Plan (pdf)
 B – Plan of Operations (xls)
 C – Sub-compartment Map (pdf)
 D – General Proposals Map (pdf)
 E – Feasibility Study (pdf)
 F – Articles of Association (pdf)
 G – 2013 Consultation report (pdf)
 H – Phase 1 Habitat Survey (pdf)
 I – Business Plan 2013 (pdf)
 J – ESCO Feasibility Study (pdf)
 K – Draft new leaflet (pdf)
 L – Membership form (pdf)
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